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Photo opportunity of the Month
Bee Hotel
This fancy structure is located in the
Place des Jardins in Paris, and is a
real ‘hotel’ for those cousins of our
honey bees, the solitary bees.
See page 9 of this
for information
about solitary bees and advice about how
to make your own simple solitary bee
home and help these important pollinators.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related
image that could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date
Feb, Tue

Event / Description
3rd

Feb, Wed 4th

Venue / Contact

Closing Date for March Module Exams Entry
Application forms and fees need to be submitted.

County Exam Sec.
Celia Perry

Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30) ‘Taste>Tipple>Triage’
… three topics, presented three times to three groups.

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver
Upper Mill Apiary, Ewell

Feb, 6th & 21st Epsom BKA Anaphylaxis & AII (10:00 - 14:00)
Recognise symptoms; what to do, how to treat.
Feb, Sat 21st

Liz Knee

Closing Date for Gen & Adv Husbandry Exam Entry
Application forms and fees need to be submitted.

Feb, Mon 23rd Guildford Division Talk: Honey for Showing (19:00)
Peter Dawson provides tips for getting good show results

County Exam Sec.
Celia Perry
Newlands Corner
M.Bainbridge
Pulborough
Gordon Allan

Feb, Sat 28th

West Sussex BKA Convention (09:30 - 16:30)
Lectures and seminars to suit all standards …

Mar, Wed 4th

Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30) ‘Einstein, Bees & the
Survival of the Human Race presented by Jack Chapman

Woodhatch Centre
Paul Cleaver

Bee Trade Exhibition (09:00 - 16:30)
Trade hall, lectures and workshops.

Stoneleigh Park
www.beetradex.co.uk

Mar, Sat 14th

10th Surrey Bee Day (09:30 - 17:00) Speakers from the
1st Bee Day ‘continue’ their presentations 10 years on.

Cobham Village Hall
Sandra Rickwood

Mar, Tue 17th

SBKA Microscopy Training Day (timing tba)
Adult Bee Disease Diagnosis, presented by Bob Maurer.

Mar, Sat 21st

BBKA Module Exam Sessions

Mar, Sat 21st

Pre Season Apiary Tidy-up (timing tba)
Prepare for the Summer Meetings + Beginners Intros.

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Mar, Sat 7th

Comments about and contributions for publication in

Venue tba
Sandra Rickwood
Celia Perry
Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan
Click Here

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
The appeal of beekeeping.
Our Chairman kicks off with more great news of developments down at the training apiary,
made possible by some extraordinarily generous monetary donations. Accompanied, as ever,
by appeals this time for members hands-on involvement in a range of other activities throughout
the year ahead. Some are related to ‘the build’ and others are quite separate.
There is an appeal and encouragement to get The Basic qualification under your belt if you
haven’t already. Appropriately accompanying that theme, we present some fundamentals of
Bee Space … not quite the final frontier, but rather the importance of attention to detail. And
then perhaps in contrast we have some home grown insights into cutting edge hi-tech hive
monitoring.
On the DIY front, we are breaking you in gently this year with a little project that might appeal
to you to help our bees’ lonely cousins the Solitary Bees. But be warned that we hope to up the
tempo next month with some foundation making … literally.
We have a couple of reports of social events, but we can’t be everywhere. So our own little
appeal is for you to send us your own reports or stories about beekeeping or beekeeper related
events or courses attended. Maybe some of our Class of 2015 may like to supply a few lines
or even a blog about their experiences of beekeeping, as they progress through their training.
Above all, do keep yourselves up to date with the new activities and courses that are notified
to us weekly if not daily. They can be promptly accessed by you, simply through routinely
referring to the Members website Notice Board or Diary Dates sections of the website. And the
easiest way is to register as a Follower of the website for instant, daily or weekly updates about
new posts. A facility that clearly appeals to a modest but growing number of members.
Richard & Graham
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Members News
Building on our Foundations

Andrew Buchanan

A few enthusiastic members have already come
forward with offers of help but we are in
Last month I reported that financial conditions particular need of someone who is a Qualified
had been reached whereby we could place the Electrician or has substantial experience in this
order for our Training Building for Henfold field. If you would like to join in the fun please
phone me on 01306 712773.
Copse.
The order to provide the shell (walls – clad on
Of course, further funding is required to enable
outside only, and roof) has been made and
purchase of the materials and any contributions
erection work will take place during February.
from members will be put to very good use.
This means that, even though incomplete
While all the above has occupied much time
internally, visitors will be able to take shelter
during the past month, others have been
from rain from the start of the new season.
working hard to ensure that we start the 2015
So, onward to Phase 4 of the Development season with sufficient strong and healthy
Project.
colonies to allow all our eager learners to take
advantage of our tweaked curriculum during
There will be much work to be done such as
the summer.
the electrical and plumbing installations and
fitting out the toilets and the kitchenette, For imminent activities please review the diary
insulating the walls and ceiling before cladding on Page 1 of this
, (and for a complete
the inside. In order to minimize man-time listing, visit the website’s Diary Dates).
costs, it is hoped that members will volunteer Support for all these events could be very
their time and effort to complete much of this beneficial and will be much appreciated.
work.
Andrew.

Meet Our Class of 2015

More Opportunities to Help

This years Introduction to Beekeeping Course
Hopefully not quite as onerous as the title has commenced, with a record 30 candidates
suggests. But your Committee is keen to find attending the lectures presented by David
a volunteer amongst the membership who Rudland.
could take ownership of the coordination and During the Pre-Season Apiary Tidy-Up day on
reporting of fund raising activities. Could this Saturday 21st March, whilst volunteering
members are tending to the grounds, storage
be you?
Contact any committee member to find out containers … and the new building, there will
be an opportunity to meet with hopefully many,
more or express an interest.
if not all the Class of 2015.
Fund Raising Role

They will be being shown around the apiary and
Could you take on the task of managing and trying their hand at some frame making.
running an RBKA stall at your local summer Do come along, lend a hand with the tidy-up
and extend a big welcome to our prospective
event?
new members.
Full support will be provided in terms of stall
equipment, honey to sell, information to display
RBKA Logo’d Polo and Sweat shirts
and hand-out, and even perhaps an observation
A bulk order is being placed on the 5th Feb.
hive, subject to availability.
Submit orders by the 4th to get yours in
Liaise with Mike Hill to register your local event
time to start our beekeeping season well
and for more information.
dressed. Order details and form here
Adopt a Local Summer Fête or Fair
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Events News
Spring is Sprung

by Richard Bradfield

With so many flowers already making a
showing and with a little sunshine to lift the
temperature, the day of our annual Spring
Lunch on Saturday 24th January really did look
and feel like spring had arrived.

Spring Bee Health Clinic by Bob Maurer
Our next Bee Health Clinic will take place on
Saturday the 11th April in the Mickleham
Village Hall - same day and place as our
Auction event.
Testing your bees is an important part of your
bee husbandry... so do ensure you take full
advantage of this opportunity. Details about
how to take samples from your colonies and
deliver them to the clinic between 10am and
2pm are provided on the website, here.
Members offering to be part of the team of ‘bee
crushers’ and ‘microscopists’ that will be
needed on the day will be welcomed. There will
be a briefing for new volunteers that involves
grinding up the sample of bees and placing a
drop of the resulting liquid onto a slide. No
experience necessary – training will be
provided.

Enjoying the excellent lunch and company at
the Grumpy Mole in Brockham were 24
‘stalwart’ members, as Andrew Buchanan
described us during his brief address.
Although, only Mike Hill seemed determined
to put his back into the group photo.
This is a job that would suit anyone thinking
they may be interested in microscopy. Anyone
who helps will be given the chance to see
Team Effort at Guildford Quiz
anything interesting that is found and time
At Guildford’s recent Quiz night, held on the
permitting, I will try to give everyone a chance
23rd January at the Jacobs Well Village Hall, an
to have a go on a microscope. No problem if
intrepid team calling themselves The Reigate
there are more 'bee crushers' than needed, I
Ranglers, dared to challenge the 9 other ‘all
will endeavour to make sure everyone gets a
Guildford’ teams for top spot.
chance to see any nosema found. But if there
are a lot of people it must be understood that
there will be a bit of hanging around.

If you would like to take part, please let
me know so I am able to prepare sufficient
seats.
Bob Maurer
Celia Perry, Maggie Minter, Richard and Val
bob@maurer.uk.com 07740 707500
Bradfield and new members, Roger and Liz
Croft, (second table up from bottom from left) Winter Meeting - 4th February
grappled with questions posed about the arts,
science, geography, horticulture, celebrities This month’s meeting at Woodhatch has been
and, of course, beekeeping. Thanks to a great altered from the original Balloon Debate to
team effort, a very creditable third place was instead provide opportunities for everyone
achieved. A higher placing might have been attending to take in quick interactive talks and
reached but for a question about the IOW presentations on three different topics.
● Varieties of Honey to taste
“disease”. over which we disagreed with the
from near and far.
given answer. Asking two beekeepers a
● Samples of different types
question will get three answers anyway, so
of Mead to savour.
asking 6o was always likely to generate some
● Basic First Aid instruction
controversy! An enjoyable evening and fish &
and demonstrations.
chips was had ... Many thanks Guildford.
Richard Bradfield

Bring the chauffeur and join in the fun.
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Equipment News
Arnia Hive Monitors
In April last year I decided to invest in the Arnia activity. These data can be displayed over
remote monitoring system for my three hives. various periods from the previous year to
I was attracted by the concept and the thought across specific dates.
that I might learn more about my bees.
Particularly useful is the icon representation of
From my initial contact with Arnia I was the average date which gives an easy to
impressed by their approach, and this was understand pictorial view of the current status
reinforced when the equipment arrived. It had of your bees.
the feel and appearance of quality kit.
A very comprehensive, and easy to read user’s
manual is provided. This guided me through
the installation process, including giving advise
about where to locate the internal hive monitors
for various types of hives and set ups. I have
WBC hives and decided to install the monitor
box on a dummy board next to the hive
entrance, together with the humidity sensor.
The temperature sensor was placed amongst To obtain the data you log on to the Arnia
my bees in the double brood box.
server using your usual internet browser on
your normal device, PC, iPad or phone. And of
course you can do this from anywhere in the
world: as I did during my holiday last year to
India. Fun and reassuring that you can check
on your bees wherever you have internet access.
It also has a ‘theft alert’ feature which can warn
via an email message if your hives have been
knocked over or interfered with.

The system also requires what is called a
‘gateway’ unit which collects the data from the
internal hive monitors, plus other data, and
send this via a mobile phone signal to the Arnia
server on a daily basis at around 1:00 pm.

Overall the monitoring package has been very
well designed, and I am impressed. It provides
lots of interesting information. However, the
interpretation of some of this data will take me
more experience, and it still did not help me
prevent one of my hives from swarming!!
Watching the behaviour of your bees from the
comfort of your study is a great feature, and
you can see what they are doing without having
to open the hives - which to me is a benefit.

I mounted the gateway on a post close to my
hives, together with the additional ‘weather
pack’ which includes a rainfall gauge and
further temperature sensors for shade and sun
I have the ‘Beekeeper Pro’ system which
readings.
includes all the data. The cost for my three
The first page of the users manual provides an hives was £500 + £70 for the weather pack and
email contact for technical advice. Their adviser an annual fee of £110 for the server data.
is called Pete and I have found him very
Click this link to read my brief blog on our
responsive and helpful.
Members Website, which gives more details and
In addition to the weather information the photographs of my experiences installing and
monitors provide a lot of data - brood and hive using the monitoring system.
temperature, humidity, acoustics, level of bee
Graham Pooley
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Topical News
Plan Bee (Protecting Pollinators)
The government has made an agreement with landowners including
Network Rail and the Highways Agency to restore bee-friendly habitat
throughout England. It is part of a ten year National Pollinator Strategy.
It includes country wide stewardship schemes, worth a total of £900M,
to provide financial incentives for farmers to plant wild flowers, have

pollinator friendly crops, and to carry out their activities in a pollinatorfriendly way.
The plan was announced in early November by Environment Secretary Elizabeth Truss. She said
in her keynote speech that “our health, our jobs, and our future prosperity and security depend
on nature”.
For more information click here.
source BBC News

EU to Ban More Insecticides
The EU's decision to ban the use of some
pesticides could threaten UK crops, increase
food prices and hit farmers' profits, a report has
claimed. The report commissioned by three
farming bodies said the EU was on course to
‘ban’ use of 40 chemicals by 2020 to reduce
environmental damage. It said this could lead
to a surge in pests, affecting production of
apples, carrots and peas, among other crops.

Possible Ban of 40 Pesticides
The report claimed the changes would affect:
● Potatoes: Many fungicides controlling blight

would be banned. Predicted yield loss - 12%
● Wheat: Fungicides helping to control rust and
mildew would be banned. Predicted yield loss 12%
● Onions: Mildew and a rotting disease called
botrytis are currently held back by chemicals likely
to be banned. Predicted yield loss - 50%
Conservation groups said reducing pesticides ● Apples: Main issue is ‘scab’. The chemical likely
would help the environment.
to be outlawed holds back skin browning and
blemishes, and growers are worried consumers
The independent report was carried out by
will not buy imperfect-looking fruit.

business consultants Andersons and jointly
commissioned by the National Farmers' Union Alongside the impact on crops, the report
(NFU), Crop Protection Association (CPA) and suggested it could cause a drop in farming
the Agricultural Industries Confederation (AIC). profits of £1.7 B, more imports and higher food
prices. Nick von Westenholz, CPA chief
The European Parliament voted in 2009 to
executive officer, said the report provided "a
tighten rules on pesticide use and ban at least
clear picture of the implications of the flawed
22 chemicals deemed harmful to human health.
system that governs pesticide use in the EU".
The move banned substances that could cause
cancer or harm human reproduction or Several conservation groups were critical of the
hormones. At the time, the UK government, report. Keith Tyrell, of the Pesticide Action
the Conservatives and the NFU all opposed the Network, said it was ‘scare mongering
new rules, saying they could hit yields and nonsense’ and farmers were ‘crying wolf’. He
increase food prices.
said a bigger threat to apples and other
flowering crop yields was the likelihood that
The report said that as current licences lapsed
pesticides were killing pollinators like bees.
and tighter rules meant they would not be
re-approved, some 40 chemicals would be source Tom Heap BBC Radio 4 - Today Programme
via ebees, courtesy of Nottinghamshire BKA
banned within the next decade.

International Online Bee Magazine
The monthly beekeeping magazine L'Apis has been published in Italy for more than 20
years. It is a magazine written by bee specialists and beekeepers with important
contributions from researchers active in the field. An English language version containing
a selection of the articles considered most significant and/or with international appeal
is available online - just click this link.
February 2015
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Education News
Beekeeping For Over A Year & Not Taken The Basic Yet? It’s Time You Did!
All of our education activities (inc. the clinics,
the extraction day, the disease inspection
demonstrations and some of the winter meetings) address the points covered in these three
parts of the syllabus. So you’ve been well
introduced to them already. The 2015 weekly
I cannot stress enough that it is an assess- themes can be found on the website. (Click
ment, NOT an exam. I certainly wouldn’t want Here)
to take another driving test! The assessor has Last year, I published some syllabus notes to
a list of questions to choose from. If you don’t go with The Basic. They were posted on the
fully answer a question, they will rephrase it members website and hard copies were put on
repeatedly until they are sure that you don’t each hive. I have now revised them and the
know the answer. You do not automatically fail new version is on our website. (Click Here)
if you don’t manage to answer a question.
You need to know the legal requirements that
The BBKA Basic Assessment (usually just
called “The Basic”) is the foundation level for
all beekeepers in England and Wales. It is often
compared to a driving licence for bees. Which
is sort of a fair comparison, but definitely puts
some people off taking the assessment.

Part one of The Basic is the practical part. You
have to make a frame and fit it with foundation. You then have to light a smoker & keep it
going during the manipulation. The manipulation is just the same as we do each & every
week at Henfold. The assessor will ask you to
identify brood in all stages and the different
types of cappings. You will be asked questions
as you go through the hive. You do not have to
find the queen or handle individual bees.
There’s no marking or clipping involved. He or
she will be looking for calm gentle handling of
the frames, correct handling of the hive tool
and sensible use of the smoker. When you
come off the hive it’s best to wash your hive
tool and thereby visibly demonstrate good
apiary hygiene. The smoker can be left on its
side with a twist of grass in the nozzle. It’s the
one time that it’s OK to leave it for someone
else to sort out. The assessor will want to get
onto part two. Part two is a chat with the
assessor to go through some theory questions.
This takes only 20-30 minutes. The whole
assessment takes less than an hour.

apply to all beekeepers. You must know what
the statutory notifiable pests & diseases are,
how to recognise them and what to do about
them. You must also know the legal requirements for the extraction, sale and giving away
of your honey.

I didn’t start this article with the syllabus and
I don’t want you to start there. As with any
course of study, looking at the whole syllabus
is very daunting. Part 1 (Manipulation of a
Honeybee Colony) and Part 2 (Equipment) are
what we do week in week out at Henfold.
You’ve been doing these parts ever since you
started coming along on a Wednesday night.
Part 3 (Natural History of the Honeybee) Part
4 (Beekeeping) and Part 5 (Diseases and
Pests) are what’s covered by the weekly
themes.

Upcoming Learning Opportunities

Every year our candidates are all quite anxious
or even downright nervous before the assessment. Yet afterwards, they all report back that
they actually quite enjoyed it. It does give you
a sense of accomplishment and reassurance
that you can handle whatever your bees
present you with.
Bob Maurer and Celia Perry are planning to
run a Mock Basic on Saturday, 6 June. The
Basics are set for Saturday, 11 July. Both of
these events take place at Henfold. Please put
these dates into your diaries now and commit
yourself to taking The Basic this year. If you
have any questions please contact me. (Click
Here)
Andrew Cornwall
Education Coordinator

● Anaphylaxis & AAI Management (Link)
q An SBKA single 4 hour course being run
on both the 6th and 21 Feb.
● Honey for Showing
(Link)
q A Guildford talk on 23 Feb, passing on
experience of getting good show results.
● 10th Surrey Bee Day, 14 March (Link)
q Speakers from the very 1st Bee Day
reflecting upon developments since then.
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Questions & Answers
Question - What are the key ‘gap dimensions’ in a hive ?
‘Bee space’ is a term that is given to a gap that bees create in a natural nest to enable them to
pass freely around their nest. This gap is rarely filled with propolis or comb. The Reverend
Lorenzo Langstroth is credited with being the first person to have found a use for the bee space,
allowing us to have what were called ‘moveable frames’ in a box. This made inspection of a
colony very easy and is used in most modern hives.
There are two gap dimensions for ‘bee space’. Either 5.3 mm +/- 0.5 mm which allows single
bees to pass through, or 9.0 mm +/- 1 mm which allows two bees to work back to back.
However, there are a number of other gap dimensions of interest as shown in the table.
Gap

Description

less than 4 mm

This is too small for any but deformed worker bees to pass
through. Any spaces, cracks or crevices of this or smaller
dimension will be filled with propolis

4.3 mm

The standard European spacing for wires in a Queen Excluder

5 mm

Is used between the wires of a square mesh will make an
excellent pollen stripper as the workers can get through, but a
significant portion of pollen will be stripped from their legs.

5.2 - 5.4 mm

This is a spacing that can be used to exclude or differentiate
Drones, as Workers and Queens will freely pass, but Drones
cannot.

6 mm

7 mm

Is the smallest gap that bees will leave between adjacent
comb surfaces (outside of the usual clustering area) the bees
can defend this more easily and they can work individually
within this dimension. The smaller gap around the periphery of
the nest, also renders the nest less susceptible to draughts,
and may help in maintaining humidity.
This dimension is not used by the bees themselves, but some
people regard it as a valid bee space to use in some parts of
beekeeping equipment. If this spacing occurs between the side
faces of frame top bars they are the least likely to suffer from
accretions of wax. Frames spaced at 35 mm pitch (normal
Hoffman spacing) that have top bars 28 mm in width give rise
to this 7 mm gap.

8 mm

This is a popular bee space among those that design their own
equipment as it falls midway between the 1/4" and 3/8"
figures so often quoted in older books.

9 mm

This is the usual space the bees will leave between adjacent
areas of capped brood. This allows two layers of bees to work
back to back, usually in an oval pattern roughly in the centre
of a frame.

greater than 9 mm

We are into brace comb territory!
Information courtesy of the Dave Cushman web site
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DIY Suggestions & Tips
Make a Home for Solitary Bees

DIY Suggestion

Making your own is
fun and saves money

There are more than two hundred species of
solitary bee in Britain, so named because,
unlike honey bees and bumble bees, they do 1. Drill holes in the
wood. Cut the
not live in colonies.
small logs,
The first solitary bees to appear in the garden,
wood and stems
as early as March each year, are the miner bees
to fit the box
(Andrena spp.). These are similar to honey bees
end on. Smooth
in appearance, but they lack pollen baskets on
sharp edges
their hind tibiae. These small, hairy bees make
with sandpaper.
nests in the ground, usually in sandy soil and
along paths. The female will dig the nest, stock
it with nectar and pollen and then seal it,
leaving the young to fend for themselves. A far
cry from the caring extended family that we
see in our honey bees!
A little later in the season, you may see
leaf-cutter bees such as the Megachile species,
which (much to the perfectionist gardener’s
distress) cut neat circles out of young rose
leaves and petals to build nests in dead plant
stems or sometimes in stacks of old flowerpots
or garden equipment. These bees also resemble
honey bees but can be distinguished by the
bright orange pollen brushes under their
abdomens.
All solitary bees are excellent pollinators and
should be encouraged into your garden.
There are many varieties of commercially
available ‘nest boxes’ to provide a home for
solitary bees, but it is easy to make your own.

2. Arrange the
wood, stems
and foam in the
box.

3. Make holes in
the foam using
a selection of
different sized
pencils. Don’t
make the holes
too big; the
bees will
happily
excavate their
own in the soft
foam.

This example uses an old wine box filled with
wooden logs, lengths of bamboo, dry plant
stems and florists’ foam to provide an array of
tubes and holes that the bees will find attractive
as nest sites. Any container and any 4. Fix the box to a wall or fence in the sunniest
part of the garden. Growing flowers, such
combination of these materials will suffice, as
as roses or wisteria, near the box will help
long as it protects the bees from rain, the wood
to advertise the new ‘des res’ to leafcutter
is untreated and the holes are no bigger than
bees, but make sure plants don’t hide the
10 mm in diameter.
box.
Different species nest in holes of different sizes,
so it’s worth ensuring that there are holes of a
adapted from The Wildlife Gardener by Kate
variety of diameters (between 2 mm and 10
Bradbury and courtesy of Cheshire BKA
mm) to attract the widest variety of species.
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Website News
All New Items on the Members Website
The Members website is regularly updated and added too. If you have not visited the site and
was published, these are some items that may be new to you.
browsed since the last
Catch-up now … click on the items to view in full.

Reigate Auction … 11th April 2015
Make a firm note in your diary or on
your calendar to have a great day
attending BOTH our Reigate
Beekeepers Auction of Bees and
Beekeeping Equipment AND our
Spring Bee Health Clinic on
Saturday the 11th April.

February in Your Apiary
January temperatures have been a
bit of a roller coaster. In the first half
of the month, both day and night
time temperatures were mainly
above average. This may have
prompted early brood rearing.

Get along to the Mickleham Village Hall, …

However, both day and night time temperatures in the
third week plunged and were significantly below …

SBKA Training Day - Anaphylaxis & AAI

10th Surrey Bee Day - 14th March

Anaphylaxis, heart attacks and strokes
– why and how do they happen? What
do we need to do?
This short 4 hour course (10.00am to 2.00pm) run on the
6th Feb and repeated on the 21st Feb will provide you
with knowledge and skills enabling you to promptly and
effectively deal with emergencies involving severe
allergic reactions, heart attack or stroke.

Cobham Village Hall,
Lushington Drive, Cobham KT11 2L
9.30am Registration,
10am Start, 5pm Close
A stimulating day is promised at the 10th Surrey Bee Day
when speakers from the 1st Bee Day in 2006 have been
invited to ‘continue’ their presentations 10 years on and
reflect on developments since the first Bee Day.

Taster Day 27June Spread the word

February Tips Checklist
Although this is usually the last of
the quiet months for the beekeeper,
things are stirring in the hive as the
bees begin to respond to the longer
daylight hours. The queen will be coming back into
lay and will be depositing eggs in clean cells in the
centre of the nest area to raise workers for the early
part of the season…

Commencing at 10.00am and going through to 4.00pm,
the event will be held at Mickleham Village Hall and our
training apiary in Mickleham.

Guildford Talk: Honey for Showing

Taste > Tipple > Triage - 4th Feb

Our own experienced beekeepers will
be aiming to provide members of the
public with a great taste of what is
involved in being a beekeeper during
Saturday 27th June.

A lot of people are nervous of
“showing” their honey because
they think it isn’t good enough.
Peter Dawson is an expert at getting good results and is going to pass on his tips.

The Winter meeting on Wednesday
4th February (at the Woodhatch
Centre) promises to provide an
entertaining blend of enjoyment,
exploration and education.

So, in future, you will have the most perfect honey to
enter shows or simply the satisfaction of knowing it looks
it’s best! Monday February 23rd at 7.00pm

Information, samples and instruction will be provided in
brief presentations of: Varieties of Honey, Samples of
Mead and First Aid Demonstrations

website

Go to FRONT PAGE for HEADLINE NEWS, APIARY TASKS, FEATURED ANNOUNCEMENTS and
NEXT BIG EVENT items. Visit the NOTICE BOARD for all the latest general information and to the
KNOWLEDGE BASE for beekeeping skills information. To see Who’s Who, look under the
MEMBERSHIP tab, and ALL the available Diary Dates are under the EVENTS menu tab, plus more !
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